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Hot tubs, commonly referred to as spas or Jacuzzis, have long been considered the ultimate key to 

relaxation and for good reason – these spas gently massage the body with pulsating jets in comforting, 

warm waters. Spas were originally only present in health clubs, hotels or in the homes of the wealthy, 

but they have become more popular for private use in the homes of everyday people. Individuals have 

chosen to invest in these spas because they provide relaxation, romance, and even family fun. 

These spas have become more affordable over the years and these spas have also evolved to include 

innovative heat technology among other things. One of the leading names in groundbreaking spa 

technology is Dr. Wellness, which prides itself on energy-efficient designs and affordable products. 

Many of their spas include foam insulation of the highest density to ensure heat is retained, as well as 

systems of closed cabinetry to also support insulation. This type of technology guarantees that the spas 

work efficiently for years and also helps to reduce energy costs related to the spas, as this can often 

become quite expensive if spas are not properly covered or insulated.  

On that note, these spas are only as good as the covers that protect them. While many Dr. Wellness 

reviews will note that standard covers effectively protect spas, other Dr. Wellness reviews will 

recommend custom covers that will help to reduce maintenance and preserve energy. Custom covers 

can be created according to style and color preferences, in addition to the size and shape of the 

individual spa. These high-density covers contain foam that traps heat and locks that will prevent 

moisture or debris from entering the tub.  

Dr. Wellness products are of the highest quality and will provide years of relaxation and fun. Contact us 

for more information about these amazing spas and accompanying covers. 

 


